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*1 MIMO: A signal transmission technology that
uses multiple antennas at both the transmitter
and receiver to perform spatial multiplexing
and improve communication quality and spec-
tral efficiency.

*2 Beam forming: A method for improving sig-

nal separation performance at the receiving
side by doing precoding on the transmitting
side based on channel data or other feedback. 
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1. Introduction
In the past decade, Multiple Input

Multiple Output (MIMO)
*1

technology

has achieved extremely high growth

due to its ability to substantially

increase transmission capacity. Gener-

ally speaking, MIMO can be used for

diversity gain using time (frequency)

and spatial coding, for higher transmis-

sion rates via spatial multiplexing, for

enhanced link quality or system effi-

ciency through beam forming
*2

, or for

multiplexing multiple users. Among

these, spatial multiplexing can dramati-

cally increase user transmission band-

width efficiency, is already being used

in existing wireless LAN technology,

and is becoming the most important

technology for future systems such as

Long Term Evolution (LTE) -Advanced
*3

.

With MIMO spatial multiplexing,

multiple data streams are transmitted at

the same time using the same frequen-

cy, so at the receiving end, these

streams must be separated. Many meth-

ods have been proposed for doing this,

but for all of these methods, there is a

trade-off between computational com-

plexity and the accuracy of MIMO sig-

nal detection. In other words, there are

two directions in MIMO signal-detec-

tion research: decreasing the complexi-

ty of the algorithm while maintaining

high-accuracy detection, and increasing

detection accuracy while minimizing

any increase in complexity. 

Among MIMO signal detection

methods, the Zero Forcing (ZF)
*4

and

Minimum Mean Squared Error

(MMSE)
*5

methods have low complexi-

ty, but they have relatively high required

Signal  to  Noise Ratio (SNR)
*6

and a

MIMO channel that is not ill-condi-

tioned to achieve adequate performance.

This can be a problem in practice.

Conversely, Maximum Likelihood

Detection (MLD) is a method which

selects the most likely received-signal

pattern from all possible combinations

of signal patterns, and it has the highest
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*3 LTE-Advanced : The name for IMT-
Advanced in 3GPP. IMT-Advanced is the suc-
cessor to the IMT-2000 Third-Generation
mobile communication system.

*4 ZF: A detection method that multiplies the
received signal by the inverse of the wireless

channel matrix.
*5 MMSE: A method for signal computation that

minimizes mean square error.
*6 Required SNR: The minimum value of SNR

required for performing MIMO signal separation
to obtain a predetermined error rate or better.

*7 White noise: Noise which is made up of all
frequencies, each having the same average
amplitude. In this article, we use it to indicate
thermal noise. 
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performance of all of the methods.

However, the computational complexi-

ty increases exponentially with an

increase in the number of antennas, or

the multiplicity of modulation points,

making it difficult to apply the

approach directly in practical high-

dimension MIMO systems. Given these

facts, at NTT DOCOMO, we have pro-

posed an MLD method with adjusted

search scope, achieving highly-accurate

detection with low computational cost

[1], and we are studying and seeking

advances with this method.

Other detection algorithms, using

Successive Interference Cancellation

(SIC), have even lower complexity than

MLD, and higher detection accuracy

than methods using ZF or MMSE

nulling. In these methods, at each step

(layer) of the signal-separation process-

es, the signal transmitted from each

antenna is detected. Each layer of signal

is eliminated from the original received

signal, and the result is passed to the

next step. This process is repeated until

the signals from all of the layers have

been detected.

However, if a detection error occurs

in an intermediate layer in SIC, the

error propagates to later layers, and can

have a significant effect on the overall

result. A technique has been proposed

which can minimize this effect by pro-

ceeding in order, from the most reliable

layer to less reliable layers [2], but this

method is not optimized with respect to

two points. The first point is that, for all

of these methods, sorting is required in

the SIC processing steps. To optimize

and actually perform the SIC process in

order of reliability of the antennas, it is

most desirable to evaluate the reliability

of each antenna at each layer of the

process. The second point is that the

sorted order determined by statistics

such as the layer’s Signal to Interfer-

ence plus Noise Ratio (SINR) does not

necessarily reflect a sort in order of

reliability of each symbol. To take this

perspective into consideration, the

Dynamic Nulling and Cancelling

(DNC) method has been proposed

[3][4], which uses instantaneous signal

values as well as statistical information

to sort signal layers for detection and

cancellation. By applying this ordering

prudently, the probability of incorrect

detections is reduced. To enhance this

ordering concept, we extend the order-

ing scheme by a multi-trace-likelihood

method, which is more accurate in esti-

mating the layer’s likelihood, so it fur-

ther reduces the detection error pro-

pogation. Thus, in the packet radio

transmission project, we have proposed

a multi-trace likelihood based ordering

method called Dynamic Ordering M-

paths MIMO detection (DOM) [5].

DOM increases freedom in the tradeoff

between complexity and detection

accuracy.

In this article, we give an overview

of this DOM algorithm, which uses

multiple search paths and performs sig-

nal detection and cancellation in order

of estimated reliability of the layers.

We also describe implementation of

this algorithm in hardware, and discuss

the results of a performance evaluation. 

2. DOM Algorithm
2.1 MIMO System Model

We assume a Single-User (SU)-

MIMO spatial multiplexing model as

shown in Figure 1. Here NT is the

number of transmitting antennas, NR is

the number of receiving antennas,

is the transmission

signal, H is the NR×NT channel matrix,

is the received signal,

and is white noise
*7

.

Then we have the relationship given in

Equation (1).

n=（n1 , ... , nNR
）T

r=（r1 , ... , rNR
）T

x=（x1 , ... , xNT
）T
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2.2 DOM Algorithm Overview

The overall DOM algorithm is

composed of three stages: pre-process-

ing, layer processing, and a post pro-

cessing. Among these, layer processing

is repeated by the number of transmis-

sion layers (transmission antennas for a

direct spatial multiplexing system) that

must be separated, and the signal from

a single transmit antenna is detected

and cancelled from the received signals.

The algorithm also maintains informa-

tion for M search paths for ordering cal-

culation at a time. An example of detec-

tion using the DOM algorithm with 

NT = 4 and M = 2 is shown in Figure 2, 

and an overview of each processing

step is described below.

1) Pre-processing

MMSE and/or ZF nulling is applied

to the received signals, and a coarse

detection is done for the signal at each

later layer-ordering metric
*8

calculation

stage. In other words, for each layer’s

ordering calculation, MMSE and ZF

nulling is repeated before calculating

each layer’s metric with the remaining

signal values after cancelling the previ-

ous layers’ components;

2) Layer Ordering Metric Calculation 

The reliabilities of the estimated

symbols are computed based on two

parameters: the SINRs from the coarse-

ly detected signal from each transmitter

antenna, and the ratio of Euclidean dis-

tances
*9

of that layer’s estimated sym-

bol value to the two closest symbol

points in the constellation
*10

. 

For Layer 1 of this part of the

process, these metrics are accumulated

through each layer of the process. For

Layer 2 and above, for each of the M

symbols selected at the previous layer,

the metric is computed for each of the

M×C search paths (C is the modula-

tion multiplicity) for each possible next

layer, and the M paths with the smallest

metric values are retained as the surviv-

ing paths. In Fig. 2, the paths shown

with red and blue arrows are the surviv-

ing paths. 

In the calculation of each layer’s

likelihood metric, an interference repli-

ca
*11

for each of the selected surviving

paths is generated, and is cancelled

from the received signal before being

passed to the next layer. 

3) After Ordering Post Processing

From the M paths that survive

through the layer ordering calculation,

the trace with the smallest metric value

is selected as the detection result. In

Fig. 2, the symbol shown with a red star

at each level is the symbol finally

detected.

2.3 Extended Algorithm

(DOM-R)

Conventional separation algorithms

all handle the signal in the complex

number domain. However, by separat-

ing the reception points into real and

imaginary parts in the complex plane,

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

(QAM)
*12

can be separated in to two

independent Pulse Amplitude Modula-

tion (PAM)
*13

signals. As a result, the

r=Hx+n

*8 Metric: In this article, we use the accumulated
Euclidean distance between the received signal
and the estimated value. The smaller this value
is, the more likely that the estimated value is
correct.

*9 Euclidean distance: The shortest distance
between two points on a plane or in space.

*10 Constellation: The digitally modulated sym-
bol pattern, usually represented in a two-
dimensional plane with the X axis for the in-
phase component and the Y axis for the

orthogonal (Quadrature phase) component.
*11 Replica: A regeneration of the received signal

using predicted values for the transmitted signal.
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*12 QAM: A digital method of modulating the
amplitude and phase of a wave according to a
series of data bits. There are several types,
according to number of patterns, with names
like 16QAM and 64QAM. 

*13 PAM: A modulation method in which the

input signal amplitude is modulated according
to a series of pulse amplitudes.

*14 Over-flow/under-flow: When performing
numeric operations and a correct results cannot
be obtained because it exceeds the largest or
smallest value that can be represented in the
computation. 
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real and imaginary parts of the received

signal can be evaluated and cancelled

out independently, allowing error prop-

agation to be reduced and thus improv-

ing reliability. This concept was the

basis for the following extension to the

DOM algorithm. Figure 3 shows a

comparison between the DOM algo-

rithm that handles the signal as com-

plex values (DOM-C) and the extended

algorithm, that handles values as two

independent real values (DOM-R). 

As shown in Fig. 3, the signal from

antenna #2 is determined first, but with

DOM-R, the signals are determined and

interference is cancelled in order of the

real part from antenna #1, followed by

the real and imaginary parts from

antenna #2, and finally the imaginary

part from antenna #1.

2.4 Computational Cost Com-

parison

The computational cost for DOM is

mainly due to the pre-processing part

and the layer processing part. The costs

for each of DOM-C and DOM-R are

shown in Table 1. Compared to DOM-C,

DOM-R handles twice the data flow,

but the number of constellation points

considered at each layer is the square

root of that for DOM-C. For example,

for 64QAM, DOM-C must perform

computations for a 64-point constella-

tion, but with DOM-R, only 8-point

constellations for each of the real and

imaginary parts need to be considered.  

3. Hardware Implementation
The simulation provides an evalua-

tion under a modeled environment, but

a realistic experiment using real-time

hardware is needed to verify a) that the

actual computational load can be imple-

mented with standard hardware, b)

what effects it has in an overall system

from transmission to reception, and c)

under what conditions its real character-

istics are as close as those predicted by

simulation. In this chapter we describe

some key points related to the imple-

mentation of a testbed for demonstrat-

ing DOM-C and DOM-R.

• Floating-point operations

For the matrix inversion done in

the pre-processing module, over-

flow/under-flow
*14

could result from

using general fixed-point opera-

tions, so we designed a specialized

floating-point-operation module to

make high-precision, low-computa-

tional-cost matrix inversions possi-

ble.

• Noise power setting

To reduce the level of noise

increase in the preprocessing stage,

the reversion matrix was regular-

ized by a fixed average noise power

value. This setting resulted in

almost no performance degradation
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in observed experimental results . 

• Module pipeline structure

The modules that make up

DOM are arranged in an overall

pipeline structure
*15

(Figure 4).

Here H
†
represents the transpose

complex conjugate of the channel

matrix, H. As shown in the figure,

the signal is sampled, input in order

from the left, and processed, pass-

ing through each module. Enabling

the time-sequence data to be

processed in a parallel way increas-

es processing throughput. 

4. Evaluation of DOM 
Algorithm Performance

4.1 Computational Simulation

Here we present the results of eval-

uating the detection performance of

both DOM-C and DOM-R by computa-

tional simulation.

1) Comparing Performance of DOM-C

and DOM-R

The Bit Error Rate (BER) charac-

teristics for DOM-C and DOM-R are

shown in Figure 5. Here four antennas

were used for both transmitting and

receiving, 16QAM modulation was

used, and the single-path fading chan-

nel model was used. From the figure,

we see that the DOM-R characteristic

was better than the DOM-C characteris-

tic for the same number of surviving

traces for ordering, M. Also, the DOM-R

characteristic for M = 2 is almost the

same as the DOM-C characteristic for

M = 4, and DOM-R for M = 4 approach-

es the performance of Maximum Likeli-

hood (ML) detection, differing by only

about 0.2 dB. We obtained almost the

same results even when changing the

number of antennas or the modulation

method, indicating that DOM-R works

well generally, for M≦4. 

2) Effects of Dynamic Sorting

As described earlier, one of the

strengths of the DOM algorithm is the

dynamic ordering of layered process-

ing, which selects a layer and detects

and cancels the signal at each process-

ing layer. This allows the antennas to be

selected according to the estimated reli-

ability of their layers, and as a result,

propagation of errors through the layers

can be suppressed. To verify this effect,

we evaluated the characteristics of

DOM, with dynamic ordering of the

processing, against a Non-DOM

(NDOM) method that performs signal

detection and decides layer detection

order in the preprocessing stage only.

The comparison for M = 2 is shown in

Figure 6, while the M = 4 case is shown

in Figure 7. 

The figures show that the character-

istics were greatly improved by the

dynamic multi-trace-likelihood order-

ing. Further, without it, applying the

extended real-number field algorithm

resulted in no significant improvement.

This shows that unless dynamic order-

ing of the processing is used, no sub-

stantial amount of improvement is pos-

sible. This indicates that the proposed

scheme is essential for improving

detection performance of interference-

cancelling MIMO signal detectors.

*15 Pipeline structure: A structure that allows
parallel processing for efficient use of multiple
processing units by each unit successively
working as a pipeline in each clock cycle. That
allows more efficient use of hardware
resources and improved processing throughput.
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*16 3GPP TR25.996 channel model: A wire-
less channel model specified in 3GPP docu-
ment number TR25.996 and used for evaluat-
ing systems. Four patterns are regulated,
according to factors like mobility speed and
multipath.
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4.2 Measured  Per formance

Using the Testbed

Figures 8 to 10 show a compari-

son of simulation results with DOM-R

performance evaluation test results

from the testbed. Here the 3GPP

TR25.996 channel model
*16

was set for

the PrompSim C8@ channel simulator

evaluating for 3 km/h, 30 km/h and 120

km/h cases. The characteristics for

MMSE and ML are also shown for

comparison.

The results show that in all cases,

DOM-R achieved much better perfor-

mance than MMSE, and achieved per-

formance approaching that of ML. Note

that in the experimental results, an error

floor occurs in areas of high SNR, but

this is due to round-off error in the

hardware. 

5. Conclusions
In this article, we have described

the DOM detection method, which is

based on a dynamic multi-trace-likeli-

hood based ordering. Using this

method, we have been able to improve

detection performance by suppressing

propagation of error between layers,

which is the main cause of degradation

in MIMO signal detection methods

using SIC. We also verified that DOM-R

achieves performance very close to that

of ML through simulation and experi-

ments using a testbed. In the future we

will continue to study and evaluate the

method for cases of even more anten-

nas.
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